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“The matter between me and her will naturally be handled, Amy Xia, if you dare to resign,
I will dare to buy Xia Shi.
If you don’t believe it, you can try!” Sebastian Mu looked at Amy Xia and said every
word.
After hearing Sebastian Mu’s words, Amy Xia frowned, “Sebastian Mu, you promised
that I won’t buy Xia style again!”
“You also promised me that you won’t resign!” Amy Xia, “…” Looking at Sebastian Mu,
Amy Xia suddenly realized that all the advantages were on her side! Thinking of this,
Amy Xia nodded, “OK, I won’t resign!” Hearing this, Sebastian Mu nodded in
satisfaction.
“But you also promised not to mess with me!” Amy Xia said.
“Then it depends on my mood!” Sebastian Mu said.
Amy Xia, “…” Looking at Sebastian Mu, Amy Xia felt that she had nothing to do with
Sebastian Mu.
“Sebastian Mu, you make me think that you like me!” Amy Xia suddenly looked at
Sebastian Mu and said. Hearing this, Sebastian Mu was stunned, looking at her gaze
deeper and deeper. When Amy Xia asked this sentence, she felt a little regretful.
Looking at Sebastian Mu’s eyes, she was a little guilty, and some…don’t know what to
do! At this time, Sebastian Mu looked at her, “What if?” Amy Xia was taken aback.
Looking at Sebastian Mu, she couldn’t tell whether what he said was true or false.
“If so?” Sebastian Mu looked at Amy Xia and asked again.
Amy Xia was stunned, and then she said, “If it is, then it is!”
“What about you!?” Sebastian Mu asked when looking at Amy Xia.

Amy Xia sat there, looking at Sebastian Mu’s eyes, and suddenly stunned.
“Tell me, what about you!?” Sebastian Mu looked at Amy Xia and asked every word. He
wanted to know how Amy Xia thought. Feeling Sebastian Mu approaching, Amy Xia
shook his head immediately, “I didn’t!” Amy Xia said immediately.
After hearing Amy Xia’s words, Sebastian Mu frowned.
“Sebastian Mu, I said that if you want me to like you and want me to be willing, it
depends on your ability!”
“I don’t know what will happen in the future, but now, I don’t like you!” Amy Xia Watching
Sebastian Mu say every word. Seeing Amy Xia’s determined look, Sebastian Mu
frowned. No! Ah! At this moment, he smiled at the corner of his mouth, “Really? Amy Xia,
I will definitely make you like me and make you like me willingly!” Sebastian Mu looked
at Amy Xia and said every word. eager. Speaking of this, Sebastian Mu was taken
aback for a moment, and then he said, “No, I fell in love with me, I will definitely make
you fall in love with me!” Amy Xia sat in front of Sebastian Mu, and after hearing his
words, Amy Xia He smiled, not a mockery, just a very plain smile, “Then you have to
look at your ability, but with the lessons learned, I shouldn’t like you so easily!” Amy Xia
pushed the door and got out of the car. , Looked at Sebastian Mu, “Mr. Mu, it’s very late,
I’m going back to rest, you are careful on the way!” Amy Xia issued an order to discuss
this issue with Sebastian Mu, which is very sad.
Sebastian Mu was not in a hurry to leave, but looked at Amy Xia with a sure smile.
“Amy Xia, in this life, you don’t want to escape from my palm!” Sebastian Mu said while
watching her.
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After hearing Sebastian Mu’s words, Amy Xia smiled at him, “Mr. Mu, it’s late, go back to
rest, I’m also very tired, go up first!” Amy Xia smiled, then turned and left. .
Sebastian Mu was not angry, but looked at Amy Xia with a sure smile at the corner of his
mouth. He thought that love is a game, but he never thought that love is for both sides.
In this game, he is not the only one who has fallen… The next day.
An explosive event became lively in City A. Front page headlines! Regarding Alexia’s
delivery banquet that day, I don’t know how a reporter captured a scene. This is the
scene where LEO and Sebastian Mu reach out to Amy Xia and invite them to dance at
the same time. This scene is very beautiful, but the subject matter is a bit…it makes
people look down.

At first glance, it is a gossip reporter. President Yun Rui and President Payne, the
returnee at the same time, were in the hand of invitation to the beautiful woman… The
photo only took the profile of Amy Xia, and it was taken from the side.
As soon as the news came out, there was a fire in City A. Two men vie for a woman, not
Sebastian Mu and LEO, but Amy Xia. They will put all the focus on Amy Xia, what kind
of woman it is that will cause such turmoil. When Amy Xia got up, she almost squirted
out the milk she drank when she saw such news. When did this happen? It’s obviously
been two days, what do you mean by letting it out now? Amy Xia read this front-page
headline as she watched it, resisting impulsive thoughts. Roughly speaking, she showed
the limelight at the banquet, and Sebastian Mu and LEO competed for her alone.
Fortunately, these gossip did not describe her as unbearable.
Amy Xia can be regarded as a daughter. For this kind of gossip news, it is really
dispensable, but Amy Xia has always been low-key and does not like to appear on the
page. She has never even said that she is the daughter of the Xia family, let alone
appeared in gossip news magazines.
And now she is also appearing with Sebastian Mu and LEO at the same time, even if
she doesn’t want to be noticed now.
Sebastian Mu’s news rate has always been high, and when LEO just returned, it was
also a curious time… Thinking of this, Amy Xia suddenly remembered something,
immediately picked up his mobile phone, found Sebastian Mu’s number and dialed out.
The call was quickly connected.
“Hey…”
“Mr. Mu, it’s me, Amy Xia!”
“Yeah!” Sebastian Mu faintly responded on the phone.
Amy Xia thought for a while, and said directly, “I don’t know if you read today’s
newspaper!” Sebastian Mu on the phone was sitting in the car, and he happened to read
the newspaper in his hand.
“I saw it!”
“You… don’t have any opinions?” Amy Xia looked at Sebastian Mu and asked.
“The photos were taken very well!” Sebastian Mu said. He has been no stranger to the
rumored scandal.
Moreover, every time his scandals will increase Yun Rui’s popularity, he certainly
doesn’t care.
Amy Xia, “…” Hearing Sebastian Mu’s words, Amy Xia really had an urge to die.
“There’s more!?”

“It should be the next one who was invited to take a photo, so it will be even more
perfect!” Sebastian Mu said.
Amy Xia, “…”
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Are they focusing on one point? is it? ! “Mr. Mu, now that this kind of news comes out,
shouldn’t we find a way to deal with it?” Amy Xia asked directly.
“Why deal with it? What’s more, such news will also increase the company’s reputation,
which is good!” Sebastian Mu said. Hearing this, Amy Xia was stunned, and then
suddenly thought, “Mr. Mu, did you deliberately release this news, right?” After hearing
Amy Xia’s words, Sebastian Mu asked, “Am I so bored? “Amy Xia,”…”
“It seems that you don’t like to appear in gossip magazines!” Sebastian Mu guessed.
“Not everyone likes being watched by millions like President Mu!” Amy Xia said. Hearing
this, Sebastian Mu frowned. He couldn’t hear Amy Xia’s words complimenting him.
“What do you mean by this?” Sebastian Mu asked back.
“It doesn’t mean anything!”
“Immediately come to the company, the public relations office, you will be at your own
risk if you fail to arrive within half an hour!” Sebastian Mu directly hung up the phone.
Amy Xia frowned and looked at the phone. She didn’t know what Sebastian Mu wanted
to do, but after hearing what he said for half an hour, she had to execute it again, so she
changed her shoes and hurried to the company.
Amy Xia took a taxi directly, even with newspapers in the car, Amy Xia felt a little
embarrassed. Fortunately, makeup and gowns were a bit different from the light makeup
that day.
Otherwise, Amy Xia was really afraid of others pointing to the newspaper and asking,
“Are you this person?” At this time, the driver looked at her through the rearview mirror,
and then Look at the newspaper.
Amy Xia caught his eyes, thought for a while, couldn’t help but say, “Master, I’m sorry,
I’m in a hurry, please drive faster!” After Amy Xia said that, the driver nodded and then
speeded up toward the cloud. Go sharply. However, curious eyes still kept looking at
Amy Xia.
Amy Xia didn’t care either, looking out the car window, hoping to be there soon.

On the other side, Sebastian Mu sat in the car and hung up the phone to Amy Xia, his
face was very unhappy, then he turned out the number and dialed out.
It rang for a long time before the phone was connected.
“Hey…”
“Kuan Tianyou, what do you mean!?” Sebastian Mu asked directly when the call was
answered.
On the other side of the phone, there was still a lazy voice, “Isn’t that just answering the
phone a while late, so angry?” Kuang Tianyou said lazily, and then slowly came out of
the bed, leaned on the bed, and walked away. He picked up a cigarette on the table, lit it,
and smoked it.
“You know I’m not talking about this!” Sebastian Mu said.
“That is……?”
“Today’s newspaper headlines!” Sebastian Mu said. Hearing this, Kuang Tianyou on the
phone was stunned, and then smiled and said, “Don’t thank me too much!” Sebastian
Mu, “…” Sebastian Mu wanted to kill him. Thank him too! “King God, who asked you to
publish these news!?” Sebastian Mu asked every word.
“Isn’t it you?”
“When did I let you post it?”
“You said yourself, as long as it’s your scandal, you should post it vigorously.
I will give you more face.
I gave it to you!” Kuang Tianyou said.
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Hearing this, Sebastian Mu was stunned, “When did I say that?”
“Three years ago!” Sebastian Mu, “…”
“Brother is loyal enough, as long as you said, I remember !” Kuang Tianyou said while
smoking a cigarette over there, holding back a smile. three years ago? Speaking of this,
Sebastian Mu remembered that he had just married Amy Xia at that time, and he kept
going with women for divorce, but she didn’t react at all.

At that time, he told Kuang Tianyou, as long as it was him. The scandal went on… until
they finally got divorced! At this moment, when he heard the words of Kuang Tianyou,
Sebastian Mu was stunned.
“What a good brother, I remember what I said three years ago!” Sebastian Mu said
every word. Kuang Tianyou smiled, “Don’t thank me too much, I have always been like
this for my brothers!” Sebastian Mu, “…” How did Sebastian Mu hear a deliberate smell?
“But I don’t want this front page headline now!” Sebastian Mu said every word.
“Don’t want it? Why?” Kuang Tianyou asked, “This is not your style. Such exposure will
also help increase Yun Rui’s reputation.
It kills two birds with one stone. Why not!?”
“Yun Rui’s reputation, I always rely on To raise the strength, you don’t need to use these
public opinions!” Sebastian Mu said every word. Speaking of which, fortunately Amy Xia
is not there, otherwise I can’t help but complain about him! Who just said that Yun Rui’s
reputation could be improved! It’s really fast! “But it has been posted, what do you say?”
Kuang Tianyou asked.
“That’s your business, I believe you definitely have a way to suppress it!” Sebastian Mu
said, besides, God’s power is definitely not in front of him, and he is not worried at all.
“Even if you are worried about Chow’s popularity, I still care about my sales volume.
Otherwise, I will sacrifice your Mr. Mu’s face to sell to our company!” Kuang Tianyou
said with a smile. Hearing this, Sebastian Mu’s face couldn’t help but twitch.
“Why don’t you go to Xiao En and Mo Shaochen? The news value of the two of them is
not below me!” Sebastian Mu gritted his teeth and said every word.
“The two of them are too peaceful to dig, only your news is the most newsworthy in City
A!” Kuang Tianyou said leisurely.
“Are you sure? They are safe?” Hearing this, Sebastian Mu couldn’t help but sneer.
“At least, I can’t get hold of it!” Sebastian Mu, “…Do you want me to throw you a bit?”
Kuang Tianyou, “…”
“By the way, why are you pressing down on this news in such a hurry? “Kuang Tianyou
suddenly changed the subject and asked.
“Why?”
“Sedum, are you not interested in the heroine in the scandal?” Kuang Tianyou asked
with a smile suddenly.
Sebastian Mu, “I don’t know what you said!?”

“Really?”
“You’re too gossip!”
“As an entertainment boss, can I do it till now without gossiping?” Sebastian Mu,
“…Anyway, no matter what How about it, you suppress this news for me!”
“You want me to suppress it, you can, with a condition!” Kuang Tianyou said.
Sebastian Mu frowned, and he knew that he had so much nonsense that he must have a
purpose.
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“What conditions!?”
“Let us see the heroine of the scandal later, how about I’ll help you suppress it!?” Kuang
Tianyou said.
Sebastian Mu, “…”
“That’s the decision.
I’ll wait for you at the company, and hang up first!” Kuang Tianyou hung up the phone
directly, with a sure smile on his lips. You can’t lose this bet! Whatever happened, he
also wanted to explore the reality.
On the other side of the phone, Sebastian Mu frowned. He didn’t expect Kuang Tianyou
to propose this condition, but after so many years of knowledge, he also knew that if he
couldn’t do it, Kuang Tianyou would definitely not suppress the news. Want to see Amy
Xia? Sebastian Mu frowned and couldn’t help but hook his mouth. Soon, Sebastian Mu
joined the company.
I just said hello to the manager of the public relations department, and there is no reply
to this news. Not long after speaking, Amy Xia arrived. Now, Amy Xia has become Yun
Rui’s celebrity. They all know that after Amy Xia entered Chow, they took a lot of big
cases, and followed Sebastian Mu in and out. They didn’t think much about it, but seeing
today’s news… They were all stunned! What is rhythm? Amy Xia was dressed so
beautifully, and at the same time, two such excellent men extended an inviting hand to
her…
Moreover, it seemed that they were already familiar with each other…
All of a sudden, the company speculated. While guessing what the situation is, at the
same time guessing about the relationship between Amy Xia and Sebastian Mu, and
who is this mysterious man, and how did he know Amy Xia! In fact, the one who is really

hot is Amy Xia! All are curious about who she is and what the relationship is! After Amy
Xia arrived, she didn’t have time to gossip, so she went directly to Sebastian Mu.
“Mr. Mu!” Amy Xia looked at Sebastian Mu and said.
Sebastian Mu looked at her, “Quite on time!” Amy Xia, “…” Does she dare not be on
time? Sebastian Mu threatened, at his own risk, can she not be on time? “With regard to
the news, have you thought of a way?” Amy Xia didn’t hold back with him, but asked
directly. Taking a look at Amy Xia, Sebastian Mu said, “How many people are looking
forward to the news and magazines, but here you are so anxious to push it away!” Amy
Xia smiled, “I don’t want a fluorescent life!” Looking at Amy Xia’s smile, Mu Sedum gave
her a glance, don’t know why, this woman always smiled when facing him, but it was not
the kind of smile from the heart. Thinking of this makes him unhappy. Glancing at her,
“Follow me if you don’t want to live this life!” Amy Xia was taken aback, and Sebastian
Mu walked directly in front of her.
Although Amy Xia had doubts, she followed in her footsteps, “Where to go?”
“You’ll know when you arrive!” Sebastian Mu said coldly.
Amy Xia, “…” Sebastian Mu said so, she stopped asking more, and went out with
Sebastian Mu.
In the car, Amy Xia and Sebastian Mu sat in the back. The driver drove, but neither of
them spoke.
Amy Xia didn’t ask where he was going. There was a strange feeling.
Although Sebastian Mu said nothing, Amy Xia seemed to trust him very much.
At this time, Sebastian Mu picked up the phone and dialed a number directly, “I’ll be at
your company in five minutes!”
“OK, I’ll wait for you!” After a brief conversation, he hung up the phone.

